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SUMMARY

A new a.c. field
measurement
technique
hasbeen
developed
forsimultaneous
crack
detection
andsizing.
It
can beusedforinspection
ofweldedjoints,
threads
and
other
components,
inairandunderwater.
The technique
hasbeensuccessfully
tested
inairanddiving
tankrnals
onfatigue
cracked
components.
Accurate
crack
detection
and sizing
canbe linked
tofracture
mechanics
togive
remakinglife
estimates.
Thispaperdescribes
theuseof
ACFM forweldedjoints
andthreads
andhow itcanbe
linked
withfracture
mechanics
software
togivefimess
for
purpose or inspection schedules.
The a.c. field measurement (ACFM) technique has

been developed from the a.c. potential drop (ACPD)
technique (1) and (2) which was originally used for fatigue
crack sizing and crack growth monitoring: The ACFM
technique
k simpler
inoperadonasitdependson the
measurement
ofthenem-surface
magnetic
fields
r ther
A cal
thanthesurface
elecuic
fields,
thusrequiring
noelec
contact.
Theoretical
work carried out at the Wolfson NDE
Unit in the Mechanical Engineenng Department at
University College London determined the relationship
linking these two fields (3). Thus existing models of
electric fields mound cracks can be used to size cracks
using magnetic field measurements. This non-contacting
sizing capability relies on the use’of a unidirectional input
current in the region under inspection, similar to that
required for the ACPD technique.
For the ACFM
technique, the input current is induced into the specimen
thus making the system fully non-contacting.
The ability to simultaneously detect and size surface
breakhg cracks offers significant potential benefits over
existing techniques such as magnetic particle inspection,
acpd and eddy currents. The use of a unidirectional input
current provides further practical benefits as well as
allowing crack depth estimates. Firstly, the decay in the.

smengthof the input field with probe height is relatively
small so that vmiations in signal with probe lift-off me
reduced. Secondly, the current flow is armnged normal
to the crack or weld toe so that no perturbation indirection
and hence no signal occurs at the interface due to the
change in material permeability. A final benefit is that
the technique requires no calibration.
Techniques
requiring calibration rely on the measurement of signal
shength on a standard notched sample. For weld
inspection the standard block is invariably of different
material to that at the crack location leading to errors in
interpretation.
The advent of NDT equipment such as acfm, allows

one to employ‘Fltnem
forpurpose’ concepts. Special
purpose software has been produced to size remaining life
estimates for cracked components. The software for
welded components (FACTS) and threaded components
in drillstrings (FADS) is briefly described.
—

INTERPRETATION OF ACFM TO GIVE DETECTION
AIWl SIZE
The theoretical modelling carried out for ACFM
utilises a plane crack with a normally incident elecrnc
field, E., shown in Figure 1. The cartesian co-ordinate
system used defines the y-axis as the direction of incident
current flow, the x-axis lying along the crack edge, and
the z-axis normal to the metal surface. The incident
elech-ic field then has one non-zero component, EY,C@
to Eo. The background magnetic field will be orthogonal
to this electric field, so that the component pmallel to the
crack edge, B,, will have the largest value. In the absence
Bzwill
be
of a crack, the other two components Byrural

zero.
The presence of a crack diverts some of the current
away from the centre of the crack and concen~ates it near
the crack ends, giving rise to perturbations in all three
components of magnetic field. Changes in the principal
component, B., reflect these changes in the current density
so that B, is below its background level over most of the
crack length but rises above that level near the crack ends.
The component BY is determined by the current flow
parallel to the crack edges and thus peaks towards the
crack ends and is of opposite sign on each side of the crack.
Theverticalcomponent B,is determinedly the circulation
of the current mound the crack ends. Since this circulation
is clockwise at one crack end but counter-clockwise at the
other, the B, signal consists of a peak above one end and
a trough above the opposite end of a surface breaking
crack. Figure 2 shows typical maces expected for the three
components.
tothe
surface
ferritic
These have been compared
steel and aluminium.
favorably with measured values. In practice computer
programs exist to convert the a.c. field measurements to
crack length and depth.
Quantitative predictions of the perturbations
magnetic field have been produced for avariety of
breaking cracks of different shapes and sizes
in

APPLICATION OF ACFM IN NDT
Welded Joint~
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Figure 1. Coordinate definition “for a surface-breaking
in a uniform incident field
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The theoretical
modelling
described
in the previous
section has been incorporated into an inspection system,
based on the ACFM technique for crack detection and
sizing. Four versions exist for laboratory use, in-service
NDT, underwater inspection, and drillshing thread
inspection.
One of themostwidely
researched
application
areas
isthat
ofweldedjoints.
Particular
attentiorr
hasbeenpaid
totheunderwater
application
of thetechniques
inthe
offshore
industry
where tubular
weldedconnections
require
periodic
inspection.
Thepresence
ofaweldleads
to highstresses
atthechangein geometry.Fatigue
cracking
generally
occurs along the weld toe or between
“two weld beads parallel to the weld toe. This makes
detection by scanning a probe along the length of a crack,
much easier than scanning across a crack. The BY
component is not suitable for this application because the
sign reversal across a crack, when associated with slight
lateral
deviations
byaprobescannitgalong
acrack,
would
result
in largechangesin s@nal. For thepractical
application
ofweldinspecdon,
sensors to measure B, and
BZ are therefore
used,withthelatter
bestsuited
for
detecting
crackends and therefore
obtaining
length
estimates,
whiletheformerk used to obtain estimates of
crack depth.

Purpose-built in~trumentation shown schematically
in Figure 3 has been produced for the Offshore Industry
which can be used for both acfm and acpd inspection. The
insh-umentation has displays both topside and underwater
(4). The topside unit also includes, the acfm sizing
algorithms described it theprevious section. Probes
development and trials have formed port of a Joint
Industry Project funded by DEn, TSC, Shell, BP and
Conoco.
The acfm underwater trials were camied out in the
diving tank at the UCL Underwater NDE Cerme. The two
divers used had considerable North Sea experience
although neither had used the acpd or acfm techniques
before. Despite this, the ease of use of the system meant
that good, repeatable results were possible after only a
short mining period

minutes,

obtained
duringthetrials
are
Some typical results
showninFigure
4.These show readings recorded by both
senw coils above a crack estimated to be 21mnt long by
2.3mm deep. This figure clearly shows features predicted
by theory which were given in Figure 2. The results from
all the inspections were used to determine length and depth
estimates for the cracks
inspected.
Inorder
tooblain
these
estimates
twomeasures
ofthemagnetic
field
distribution
arerequired.
Firstly,
thedistance
betweenthepeakand
tzough
intheBZ signal,
isrequired
asan inhial
estimate
ofcracklength.
Secondly,
either
theamplitude
oftheB,
signal
asa fraction
ofbackground
field,
ABZ/BO,
orthe
amplitude
oftheBXsignal,
ABX/130,
gives
aninitial
estimate
ofaspect
ratio.
A final
iteration
thenproduces
estimates
ofcracksize.Figure
4 illustrates
thedefinitions
ofthe
datarequirements
described
above.Figures
5 a,bshow
thesizes
obtained
forall
thecracks
inspected.
Figure
5a
showsa comptisonofthepredicted
lengths
withthose
measuredby MIU. The agreement
k verygood,being
generally
within
5mm (i.e.
atleast
asgoodastheincrement
betweensuccessive
readings).
Figure5 b shows a
comparison
ofthepredicted
depthsusing the B, signal
amplitude with those measured by ACPD. Again the
agreement is good, with the estimates agreeing to within
0.5mm. Depths estimates can also be made using only
the B, signal amplitude. Thus additional results can be
used to confwrn the fmt estimate.
The diving
trials
described
here proved to be very
successful.
Separate air h-ials using similar
instrumentation
also resulted in rapid, accurate
measurements of the lengths and depths of a range of
simple defects. However, it was quite clear from both of
these experimental stud]es that acfm was extremely good
for crack detection. As a consequence a full Probability
of Detection trial will be conducted in euly 1991. This
should demonstrate fie performance of acfm as a
combined detection and sizing technique for welded
joints. For ease of crack detection a plot of B, versus B,
is used, This ‘butterfly’ plot, shown in Figure 6, gives a
very distinctive track detection signal.
DRKLLSTRING THRXAD INSPECTION

The purpose of the trial with the prototype system was
to assess the sizing capability of the technique in an
underwater situation, as well as to obtain valuable
feedback from the operators on aspects of probe design
and procedures for efficimh use. The rnal could not be
expected to assess the probability of detection capability
of the system in the time available, so in order to maximise
the information obtained a single double-X node was used
which contained cracks at six of the eight saddle sites
available. The approximate extents of the cracks were
marked on the joint before the h-ial.
The procedure adopted for each crack was as follows.
A mid-range gain was selected and a continuous trace
from the BZcoil was recorded while the probe was swept
steadily around the weld toe. The results of this uace were

used to locate the crack ends more accurately and to
determine the sbwcture of the crack (i.e whether it
consisted of a number of smaller cracks or contained an
overlap or line contact).
Having determined the
approximate length of the crack it was re-inspected by
recording readings from both the BZ and B, coils at
regulmly Spacedintervals. This interval was tYpkallY
10mm but was reduced to 5mm for short cracks (i.e. less
than 50mm long). By the end of the trial, the whole
inspection procedure for a given crack required only 15

The problem of downhole drill wring failure, and the
costs associated with such failures, have long been
recognised. Reduced failure rates can be achieved using
fitness for purpose assessment, based on fracture
mechanics. This requires reliable in-service inspection to
provide crack detection and details of crack size.

A new non-contacting automated thread inspection
system has been developed (5) for this purpose. The
system utilises pneumatic deployment of an array of
ACFM sensors which allows all threads of a connection
to be accurately and reliably inspected. ACFM readings
me recorded under computer control and an automated
interpretation using theoretical signal inversion is
conducted. This provides”simple PASS-FAIL convol as
well as data storage for subsequent off-line detailed
analysis.
The system is completely portable and is
self-contained and has been developed for use on site. AH
aspects of the system are controlled by an on-bored
microprocessor and no interpretation is requi~d by the
opera(or. There is therefore no subjective inteqmtation.
The development of this new system was funded by BP.
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The acfm part of the system employs an array of
sensors arranged such that each, thread is interrogated by
a pair of orthogonal sensors. A uniform acfseld is induced
into the component using an inducti~h yoke,, bath sensor
and yoke are non contacting dev~ces. The array of sensors
and yoke form the inspection probe which is machined to
suit the thread form of the component,
The mechanical deployrrient system rotates the probe
through 185” at a uniform speed. By using’ two probes”
diametrically opposed, this produces an overlapping scan
of the whole connection. While ihe probe is being moved
around the thread, the sensors are switched sequentially
to the signal conditioning circuits at a hequency of 500Hz.
During a scan, which takes around two minutes, a total of
60,000 field measurements are made.
Thewholesystemiscontroll~by
amicropruessor.
Thiscontrols
themechanicaland
electronic
functions
of
thesystemandthenanalyses
andreports
theresults.
The
is given schematically in Figure 7;
overall
systemlayout
the hardware setup for pin inspection is shown in Figttre
K
The prototype
systemhasbeenevaluated
ina series
oftials
by inspecting
a rangeofdefects
inbothpinand
box.These have shown that a defect Smm x 0.5mm can
be reliably inspected. As an example; figure 9 shows scans
for a defect of size 16.Omm x 3.Omm.The depth predicted
by the computer for this crack (2.9mm) was in excellent
aweement with the true depth.’ Final validation tests will
be completed by the end of 1990 upon which the complete
system will undergo a series of extensive field trials.

,.- ..

,ACFMFOrOualitv Control
Advances in the use of multiple sensor mrays plus
fast modelling now mean that it is possible to use a.c. field
measurements. for quality conmol tasks. Mathematical
modelling and hardwme developments are underway
which will allow the “elec~omagnetic imaging” of
components. Such images can be created with input fields
of different orientation and frequencies to provide detailed
information about surface condition and geomeuy for
manufactured components. It haslongbeen recognised
that there are significant advantages in using more than
one inspection technique for any p~icultw task, on the
basis that complementary information from inspections
based on different physical principles enhances
confidence in the inspection results.

The development known as AIRES (Automated
ImageReconstructionusingExpert Systems)(6)employs
artificial intelligence techniques to integrate data from
visionsystemsandACFMsensorstoallowthecomponent
to be “modelled”any anomalies from the speciflcarion
highlighted. The project h a collaborative venture
tobe
betweenUK, France and Germany and is expected

behaviour of tubulm joints using fracture mechanics. A
substantial amount of this work was carried out at
University College London and led to the development of
a rapid rnodelling methodology.

One of the objectives
ofarecent
programme(7)was
toproduce
asoftware
package
whichhasall
theanalytical
tools
anddatabases
ofexperimental
results.
Thisobjective
wasmetwiththerelease
ofthefu-st
version
ofFA(33 in
November 1989.FA~S provides
access
tothemost
.corrsplex
of fracture
mechanicscalculations
withina
user-friendly
software framework.
This integrated
framework provides for sophisticated calculations to be
performed and for results to be plotted and printed out as

quality documents. Access to the experimental
databasek also printed out.

report

The methodology to be included in the

software

and

the development of the software was supervised by a

Working Group consisting of indusrnal and academic
experts. This group critically reviewed the vtious
analysis
methods,
experimental
data prior
to
incorporation in the softw~e.
The analysis modules were developed by research
at UCL and Nottingham University.
These
modules were implemented as stand-alone routines which
could be tested individually and therefore made available
to Working Group members for trial use. Once the
modules were approved, they were sent to Technical
Software Consultants Limited, a commercial software
house, for incorporating into the overall framework.
groups

Once the software was developed, a comprehensive
validation exercise was performed by Brown and Root
Vickers (BRV). The validation consisted of module level
checking as well as comparing results predicted by
FACTS with published analytical and experimental
results. In addition, BRV compared the results produced
by FACTS with in-house analysis programs.
The calculations possible with FACTS and some of
the features are listed below:

.Fw=s Am lysi~
●

●

.

completed
attheendof1992.

Stress concemration factor calculations using Kuang,
Wordswonh and Smedley, Efthymiou and Durkin, or
HC13 equations.
Smss distribution calculations using UEG or HCD
equations.

Time series generation form a specified power spectral
and range counting.
density with rainflow

●

Input
ofmultiple
seastates
through
scatter
diagrams.

FATIGUE CRACK GROWTH SOFTWARE

✎

Calculation
ofa weighted
average
stress
rangefroma
nominalloadhistory
orstress
input.

EAsm

✎

Calculation
ofa weighted
average
stress
rangefrom
loadorstress
exceedance
diagrams.

✎

CIOsedformsolutions
forcdculanonofequivalent
weighted
average
stress
range.

●

SuppOnforFierson-h40skowitz,
JONSW#@ andother
userspecified
spectra.

Due to the complex geometty of tubulru connections
it is exmemely difficult to analyse this type of joint. Major
research programmed, both in the UK and other counties,
have been mo~~ed to provide experimental evidence on
the fatigue behawour of tubulmconnections. Studies have
also been conducted on models to predict the fatigue
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“ Crackgrowthrateprediction
using several different
analytical and empincul stress intensity factor
solutions such as Newmm-Raju, Holdbrook-Dover,
Niu-Glinka weight function, O-integral, AVS, TPM
etc.
Q Remaining life calculations.
.

Production of S-N curves.

●

Calculation of Y-curves,

s

Incorporation of linear load d-ie.ddingalgorithm.

RaEd2MH
●

●

●

Experimental SCF and S-N. database of tubular joint
data accessible” from the program.
Materials database contains commonly used structural
steel properties and may be extended by the user.
dBase HI* compa~ible database format.

Reuon Generation
●

●

hence in-service failure rates are low. Unfortunately, the
consequence of even a few failuks is costly and the
desirable failure rate is below that achievable by
conventional design methods. In these circumstances an
economic design with a very low failure rate requitts a
fatigue and fracture mechanics assessment at the design
stage combined with high quality in-service inspection
using NDTtechniques. To achieve the greatest economics
in operation, precise calculation and prediction of likely
perfomlance are required together with accurate and
reliable detection and sizing of any flaws that emerge in
service. Given this situation one can specify the longest
senice interval, for a given low failure rate, that cart be
undertaken between inspections.
The FADS project (8) has shown that the fsrst
objective can be achieved and the study provided an
analysis for two thread geometies on one steel, AISI
4145. The main deliverable is a computer based analysis
system for remaining fatigue life (FADS) based on new
results that provided parametric stress equations,
materials data, fatigue and fracture mechanics analysis,
and validation from full scale tests.
The individual stages of the project were to produce
the following individual software modules:

Publication quality tabular and graphical data maybe
output using a varky of hudcopy devices,

i

Graphics maybe customised by the user.

ii Parametric solutions for SCF in threaded connections

Materials database

iii Initiation Life model

Ease of Use

iv Propagation Life model
w Unique route selection front-end guides the user
through the compatible and necessary calculation
options.
●

●

A menu-structured approach with context sensitive
help.

Comprehensive technical, programmers
manuals for the analysis routines.

s

User manual for the FACTS soflwtwe,

●

Validation report including all test cases.

and user

w stem Requirements
●

IBM PC-AT, PS/2 or compatible system.

✎

640 kB memory.

✎

DOS 3.3.

✎

Minimum of 3M13free disk space.

✎

A maths co-processor is recommended.

The final version of FACTS has been supplied to all
Sponsors together with full documentation. It is now
available to non-sponsors.
FACTS is a successful
development of a user friendly software for the Offshore
Industry. It was produced through collaboration of
Operators, Designers, Universities and a Software
Company.
FATIGUE ANALYSIS OF DRILLSTRINGS (FADS)
Drill stings are designed to resist fatigue failure and

Of these, (i) and (ii) could be “stand alone” modules
whereas (iii) and (iv) would both require input of material
parameters and hence should logically be linked with the
materials database. Thus to m~e best use of the modules
an integrated package was developed whereby the end
user was able to access all modules and cross-call between
them. In this way, the user has to have access to the full
facilities of the analysis package but could simply elect to
use certain parts as requked. The database could be used
without the other modules, likewise the suess analysis
module could be used without calling the others. In this
way, maximum flexibility was maintained for the user.
.The softwme package allows the output of each
module to be presented in graphical form on the screen
and also allows output in the form of text files. It is
possible for end users to specify interaction with existing
databases or spreadsheets.
In addition to output from the total package,
integration of results from the individual mmlules is also
possible. For example, the end user may wish to predict
a fatigue life to failure, assuming a given flaw size, under
various blocks or cyclic loading. For each block the crack
growth would be determined. The results from these
individual’ blocks would then be brought together to
provide a life to failure calculation. The package will
therefore contain this facility, the results of which could
be used to determine inspection requirements etc.
The loading input for the basic package is restricted
to cyclic loading blocks. As described above, the
requirement for multiple block loadhtg will be satisfied
by considering the results from individual blocks. At a
later stage, however, it maybe desirable to enable service
loading to be input via some kind of cycle counting

v-c-9

method.Thiswould be!an ad.iitional exercise and could
again be integrated into individual user’s databases of
service load listing and drill
piperecords.

4.

Underwater ACFM Crack Microgauge, Technical
Software Consultants Limited, Linford Forum,
Linford Wood, Milton Keynes.

FADS .has”
beenvalidated
by usingittoanalyse
and
predict
fatigue
crackgrowthin connectors
subject
to
fatigue
tests
inthelaboratow
undercontrolled
conditions.
Thesetests
were forbothaxialloading
and rotating
bending.

5.

Topp D. A., McGugan J.D. & Dover W.D.
“Automated Inspection System for Drillsrnng
Threaded Connections using ac Field Measurement
(acfm) techniques”. Offshore Drilling Technology
Conference, Aberdeen UK. November 1990.
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The ACFM technique,
anditspredecessor
ACPD,
havebeenshowntohavethefolkwingcapabilities
and
features.

AIRES. Broome D.R. &Dover W.D. EECproj&ct,
Brite Euram, UCLdocument ref NDE/90/8. NDE
Centre, University College London.

7.

Fatigue Crack Growth in Offshore Structures
1987-89 Final Repons, Ed W.D. Dover, S.
Dharmavasan, NIYE Centre,
University
College
London(1990).
RefNDE/90/4.

8.

“Fatigue
AnalyskofDrillsrnngs”.
Project
report
editedby W.D. Dover,UCL, NDE Cenwe ref
mE/9oD.
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Defect
Detection

.

DefectSizing
(length
tikdepthofsurface
breaking
defects)

.

Require no elecrncal contact

.

SuiLable for use through
non-metallic)

.

Requires no calibration

coa:ing

(metallic

●

Can be interpreted automatically

●

Can be used in conjunction with sensor arrays

and

Examples have demonstrated how the two techniques
have been developed for a range of industrial applications
with varying degrees of sophistication. The techniques
are unique in their ability to both delect and size surface
breaking defects, without prior calibration or, for ACFM,
any electrical contact. The applications are supported by
mathematical models of the electromagnetic fields which
allow signal inversion techniques to be employed to give
defect characteristics. The user of sensor arrays has
overcome many of the difficulties associated with
componem scanning and has been demonstrated in a
number of industrial
.applicanons.
ACFM, although
relatively’
new k provingto
beamajoradvance
inNDT.
The advent ofrapidfracture mechanics mdelling and
its incorporation into user friendly software has provided
the opportunity in two sectors of the offshore industry, to
implement ‘fitness for purpose’ concepts. Thus realistic
inspection scheduling. and exmemely low failure rates me
possible for offshore smuctures and drilling.
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DISCUSSION
length
andcrack
depth
ofthatparticulargeometry
inorder
toactually
measure
that
horn
the
variable
geomeny.
Ith
difficult
tomodel
that.
I understand
thatACPD
isvery
weldgeomeBydependent very

LT K.T. Hays

andforthat
reason
itwasonlyusedforcrack
sizing
and
length
measurement
basically
because
thesoftware P.A. Frieze
developed
tomodeltheflux
wasforthat
particular
weld
ACPD andACFM am toacertain
extent
geometry
&
geometty.
Hasanyworkken doneasfarss
with
this
new
Timbasic
phenomenon
oftheAC method
in
method
ofACFS,isitasweldgeometry
&pn&nt andif pendent.
which
the
cement
pawsthrough
the
skin
ofthe
mmerial
soisitbeing
usedfor
crack
detection
atall?

P.A. Frieze
WhenyousayACPDcould
youbemm specific
onthat?

LT K.T. Havs

whichsuggest
little
geometry
dependence
oncesome
flat butt
standard
weldproties
have
kn investigated,
eg,
welds, T-butt welds, and ftiet welds of various angles.
Fm large diametertubulsm,the curvaturein the direction
along the crack will have little influence and flat plate
remdts an k used. For braces at 35” and inspection in the

heel
region,
probe
design
will
bemoreheavily
influenced
bygeometry
~culadyfor
s
mall
diarnetor
tubulam.
To
AsIunderstand
it,
it
hasonly
kenuwxl
for
the
particular
date,
pulxs
have
n
ot
kn
develqwl
for
t
his
pardculm
node
that
youhadshown.
Inother
words,
ithasn’t
been
able
tobeused
onvariable
geometries
lxzause
~ order
to circumstance.
beused
for
variable
geometry,
youhadtomodel
the
crack
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